
Engelsk tirsdag 17/3 (litt vanskeligere) 

Geometric shapes (2-d)  

 

Read and learn the names of the shapes: 

A circle is round. It has no corners. 

A triangle has three edges and three corners.  

A square has four straight edges and four corners. All the edges are the same length.  

A rectangle has four edges and four corners. The opposite edges are the same length. 

A rhombus has four straight edges and four corners. All the edges are the same length. 

A pentagon has five straight edges and five corners. All the edges are the same length in a 

regular pentagon.  

A hexagon has six edges and six corners. All the sides are the same length in a regular 

hexagon. 

A parallelogram has four edges and four corners. It has two pairs of parallel lines. The 

parallel lines can never meet. 

A trapezium has four edges and four corners. It has one pair of parallel lines.  

 

edges = sidekanter             corners = hjørner             straight = rett             opposite edges = 

motstående sidekanter            parallel = parallelle 

 

Exercise 1: Use these words! (You must use some of them more than once.) 

two     -     three     -      four     -     five     -     edges     -     the same     -     corners    

  -     lines     -     short     -     long     -     square     -     circle      

 

1. Circles have no ______________________  

2. A square has four straight ___________________ and __________________ corners. All 

the edges are ___________________ length. 

3. A rectangle has four ___________________ and ___________________ corners. It has 

two ___________________ edges and two ___________________ edges. 

Listen to this song 😊 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/circle.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/triangle.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/square.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/rectangle.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/rhombus.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/pentagon.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/hexagon.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/parallelogram.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/trapezoid.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEbRDtCAFdU


4. Triangles have ___________________ edges and ___________________ corners. 

5. A rhombus has ___________________ straight edges and four ___________________. 

All the sides are  ___________________ length. 

6. A parallelogram has ___________________ edges. It has ___________________ pairs 

of parallel lines. The parallel ___________________ can never meet. 

7. A pentagon has ___________________ edges and five ___________________. 

 

 

Exercise 2: Write the name below the shape: 

parallelogram     -     rhombus     -     circle     -     square     -     triangle     -     trapezium       -       

rectangle     -     pentagon      

 

 

 
 
 
 
1_________________        2 ___________________      3__________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4___________________     5___________________    6___________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  7__________________      8_______________

 


